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Abstract: Autonomous robotic systems (ARS) serve in many areas of daily life. The sensors have critical importance
for these systems. The sensor data obtained from the environment should be as accurate and reliable as possible and
correctly interpreted by the autonomous robot. Since sensors have advantages and disadvantages over each other they
should be used together to reduce errors. In this study, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based sensor fusion was
applied to ARS to contribute the autonomous driving. In a real-time application, a camera and LIDAR sensor were
tested with these networks. The novelty of this work is that the uniquely collected data set was trained in a new CNN
network and sensor fusion was performed between CNN layers. The results showed that CNN based sensor fusion process
was more effective than the individual usage of the sensors on the ARS.

Key words: Autonomous robotic systems, deep learning, convolutional neural networks, sensor fusion

1. Introduction
The popular autonomous robotic systems (ARS) are capable of decision-making according to the environment.
The main principle of autonomous robots is based on the processing and understanding of the data obtained from
the sensors in the environment. Therefore, autonomous robots are equipped with sensors that are sensitive to
factors such as sound, light, pressure and temperature [1]. The concept of autonomous vehicles emerged with the
transfer of ARS to vehicles used in human, animal or freight transportation [2]. Major developments have been
made in autonomous vehicle technology in recent years. Studies are carried out for autonomous vehicles such as
safety [3], performance enhancement [4], energy and traffic efficiency [5, 6]. Autonomous vehicles can facilitate
human life and provide safer transportation, but a simple mistake in autonomous systems can cause tragic
accidents. Hence, the data obtained from the sensors should be as accurate and reliable as possible and should
be interpreted correctly. The cameras and LIDAR sensors are the leading sensors used in autonomous vehicle
technologies [7, 8], but these sensors have advantages and disadvantages compared to each other. The too high
or too low light intensity can cause pixel loss in-camera images. Therefore, sometimes negative consequences
can occur about obstacle detection [9]. The LIDAR sensor is also sensitive to bad weather [10]. In foggy,
rainy and snowy weather, erroneous measurements may be encountered. More positive results can be obtained
when data is provided from these sensors in the form of fusion [11, 12]. However, the geometric, temporal
or spatial resolutions of the data received from these sensors differ. Chunlei et al. implemented coordinate
∗Correspondence: beratyildiz@kmu.edu.tr
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transformation on camera, LIDAR, and radar data using a multi-sensor fusion and object tracking algorithm
(MFOTA) to detect the target object’s location and speed accurately. Therefore, geometric, temporal or spatial
transformations should be provided between sensor data for a meaningful and common data set [13]. Varuna
De Silva et al. suggested spatial alignment using a series of geometric transformation formulas for camera and
LIDAR data to avoid obstacles in free space detection. Afterward, Gaussian Process (GP) regression-based
resolution matching algorithm was applied to determine lost and missing data [14]. Liang Xiao et al. were
advocated a hybrid conditional random field-based (CRF) camera and LIDAR sensor fusion for road detection.
Here, the contextual consistency of the sensor data was modeled probabilistically with the constraint of cross-
modal consistency and provided appropriate results in urban road detection [15]. Correctly aligning 3D dots
with image pixels between the camera and LIDAR is a very difficult process. Xie et al. proposed a new pixel
and 3-D point alignment (PPA) method that directly calculates the alignment between the LIDAR point cloud
and image pixels, without the need to calibrate the coordinate transformation matrix [16].
In the data fusion methods given above, the main problem is that the number of errors occurring during the
coordinate transformation and alignment operations increases with the data density. Although different methods
are used to prevent this, deep learning (DL) algorithms are more useful and less complex for path planning and
solve many robotic problems [17–19, 33, 34]. It is effective in most areas such as object detection, localization,
classification and control. The origin of DL was based on the training of an 8-layer neural network in 1971 using
the group data processing algorithm [20]. In the 80s, the concept of DL was seen as a mathematical calculation
model [21]. The concept of DL came into existence in the 90s when it was trained to perform visual object
recognition [22]. Important developments were made in the DL algorithm in the 2000s that are closely related
to computer technologies. Until then, slow computing technology and lack of dataset were negatively affecting
DL’s performance. More data processing computers were built with NVIDIA’s GPU and the parallel computing
architecture CUDA [23]. With many advances in technology, DL quickly became popular when the data set
problem was overcome with the publication of a data set where 1.2 million images can be categorized into 1000
categories [24]. The success of DL against many problems was also reflected in autonomous robotic systems.
Therefore, the use of DL structure can contribute to the development of autonomous systems in ground, sea
and air vehicles.
In particular, DL model convolutional neural networks (CNN) are frequently used for object detection [25].
A multimodel fusion detection system (MFDS) between camera and LIDAR to strengthen object detection in
autonomous vehicles was developed by Michael et al. Here, objects in images were distinguished using the
CNN model and the point cloud consisting of LIDAR data was masked by camera images. The remaining
points in the point cloud were divided into clusters according to the euclidean distance. Thus, the length of
the object, its distance from the center and its direction were determined [26]. Babak et al. proposed a new
multi-sensor fusion pipeline configuration for object detection and tracking. Here, an encoder-decoder-based
fully convolutional neural network (FCNx) was used to increase the accuracy of path detection in real-time.
Necessary nonlinear state estimates required for object tracking were obtained by making a fusion between
camera, LIDAR and radar sensors using extended Kalman filter [27].
Unlike the studies done so far, the raw data obtained from the camera and LIDAR sensors were fused within
the CNN network structure. Firstly, the point clouds created with the LIDAR sensor were converted into gray-
scale images. Secondly, the LIDAR image and the camera image features were extracted passing through the
convolution layer. Then, both data were combined and trained in the fully connected layer (FCL). As a result
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of the training and testing, the fusion model was compared with the LIDAR and camera model. All results
were applied with a mobile autonomous car kit in a real-time environment. In this way, an error from a failed
sensor can be compensated by other sensors through data fusion. Besides, applications showed that CNN-based
sensor fusion gives better results than an individual sensor application.

2. Generating data sets

2.1. Autonomous vehicle kit
The study was carried out on the mini autonomous vehicle kit supplied by the OPENZEKA company. Also, it
had used in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) autonomous vehicle racing. The kit includes the
NVIDIA Jetson TX2 developer kit processor which was produced for DL algorithms. It has a ZED camera for
high-resolution images, Sparkfun Razor inertial measurement unit (IMU) M0 sensor, open power and charger,
battery and special vehicle chassis. Besides, the RPLIDAR A2M8 LIDAR was added to the vehicle. The
Logitech gamepad was used for manual control of the vehicle. The image of the montaged mini autonomous
car kit is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Autonomous vehicle development kit.

2.2. Data set collection
The data set to be used for training and testing operations were collected in the autonomous vehicle parkour
(AVP) which was settled in the RACLAB (Robotics-Automation Control Research Laboratory) shown in
Figure 2.

The manual controls of the vehicle were made by using a joystick in the AVP which was formed from
cardboard and tarpaulin. Meantime the vehicle was in motion, camera images and LIDAR point space data were
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Figure 2. Autonomous vehicle parkour.

collected. The point space formed by the collected LIDAR data was instantly converted to grayscale images
during data collection. First, two tours were completed around the AVP without stop. Then, for different
scenarios that the vehicle may encounter during autonomous driving, the image and point space data were
collected again by changing the position of the vehicle at cardboard edges, corners, narrow and sharp bends.
As a result of all the data set studies, 5126 camera images and 5126 grayscale LIDAR images were obtained.
The input parameters of the generated data set are camera and LIDAR images. The output parameter is the
rotation angle of the vehicle’s wheels. The turning capacity of the vehicle in right and left directions is limited
to [−63 63 ] degrees. This range is divided by π which is equal to 180 degrees and normalized to [−0.35 0.35 ].

2.3. Obtaining images from LIDAR point data

The RPLIDAR A2 laser scanner sensor on the car kit is capable of scanning up to 25 meters at a 360-degree
angle in 2D, but considering the established AVP characteristics, data from distances of 10 meters is sufficient.
In the data set created with LIDAR, 3600 points were detected in 1 s. The point space containing the obstacle
distances in the range of 0-10 m was normalized in the range of [0 1]. These normalized values were then
converted to grayscale image pixels in the range [0 255] using Equation (1).

GIP (x) =
X

10
255 (1)

Here, the grayscale image pixel values corresponding to the point space obtained from the LIDAR sensor
are GIP and the distance of the obstacle to the LIDAR sensor is X . After the transformation, 360 points in
the range of [0 255] obtained in one round are expressed with a 20×18 grayscale matrix. With this data set,
the vehicle was not able to perform autonomous driving efficiently. It was found that the vehicle parts close
to the LIDAR were also seen as obstacles. To solve this problem, the pixel values of LIDAR measurements at
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15 cm and closer distances were changed to 255. Thus, these parts were shown as a white color in the pictures
and it was stated that there was no obstacle. The point space created by LIDAR data with ROS-Rviz and the
grayscale image obtained from this point space were given in Figure 3.

■

Figure 3. Grayscale transformation.

2.4. Data augmentation

The fact that the camera images were always the same type when creating the data set made it difficult for the
vehicle to learn healthily. Therefore, to increase the diversity of data and to expand the data set, images taken
from two cameras in the ZED camera were presented in a single frame. Thus, by combining the images into
a single frame, an image capable of displaying a wider angle was obtained. In AVP, when the vehicle was in
motion, the histogram curve of the camera images and images obtained from the LIDAR data were shown in
Figure 4. Here, the intensity of the snapshots corresponding to the wheel angles was expressed. Negative (−)

values on the horizontal axis of the graph indicate left turn angles, while positive (+) values indicate the right
turn angles. On the other hand, it was observed that the number of images corresponding to the angle values
close to 0 was higher in the training performed with these collected images. That is why, during autonomous
driving tests, it was observed that the vehicle tended to go straight and that the wheels had vibrations. In
sharp bends, despite the end of the bend, it continued its rotation and hit the barriers. To solve this problem,
a new data set was created by increasing the number of images labeled with angles greater than 0.15 and less
than -0.15. The histogram curve of the new data set created after all these data augmentation processes are
given in Figure 4.

In the experiments with this new data set, it was found that the vehicle memorized the AVP and was
sensitive to the minor changes made to the AVP. To avoid this problem, to increase the diversity in the data set
and to prevent memorization, the brightness of the randomly selected pictures was changed. Thus, differences
were created between similar or consecutive images. Thanks to this brightness difference, it was provided to
learn about the small differences that may occur in the same images during the training and testing periods.
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3. Convolutional neural networks
According to the nature of the problems to be solved, the DL algorithms can be examined in 3 groups, as in
Figure 5, deep neural networks (DNN), convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural networks
(RNN).

! 
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Figure 5. Deep learning algorithm [28].

The simplest of the DL algorithms is the DNN model. The DNN algorithm including neural network
structures consists of three layers which are called the input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The main
factor in calling this algorithm deep is that the number of layers in its structure is more than two [29]. DNN
algorithm is an algorithm that includes classification and prediction models in which mathematical calculations
are concentrated in parallel layers. RNN algorithm is used to train and learn the events in sequential relations,
language models or time-series events by the machines. RNN is a DL algorithm formed by recording the output
of data passing through a layer and estimating the new output of the layer by applying feedback to the input
data. The DL algorithm, which is slightly more advanced than the DNN algorithm, is the CNN algorithm.
The main difference of this algorithm compared to the DNN algorithm is feature extraction that is performed
automatically and randomly in convolution layers. Thanks to a large number of random filters/kernels that can
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be applied to the input data in the convolution layer, the user does not need to perform feature extraction as
in the DNN algorithm. Thus, the image features that will be transmitted to the neural network structure of
very large data can be obtained in more detail. CNN algorithms are used in many applications such as object
detection, obstacle recognition and object tracking where images are used as input. As in Figure 6, the pixel
of the image overlapped by the pixel of the applied kernel is multiplied and the pixel value of the new image is
generated.

Feature Extraction 

1 0 

0 -1 

2x2 Kernel 

(55 X 1) + (15 X (-1)) (35 X 1) + (5 X (-1)) 

(80 X 1) + (10 X (-1)) (15 X 1) + (30 X (-1)) 

Feature mapping red pixels 

(105 X 1) + (65 X (-1)) (80 X 1) + (95 X (-1)) 

(92 X 1) + (85 X (-1)) (65 X 1) + (63 X (-1)) 

Feature mapping green pixels 

(200 X 1) + (85 X (-1)) (190 X 1) + (90 X (-1)) 

(95 X 1) +(90 X (-1)) (85 X 1) +(75 X (-1)) 

Feature mapping blue pixels 

Figure 6. Convolutional layer feature extraction.

When this operation is performed over all image pixels, a new filtered image is created. Then, one-
dimensional matrices containing the features of the new image form the input parameters of the neural network
structure given in Figure 7. After applying a series of mathematical calculations, the relationship between the
input and the output parameter is determined with neural network structure Equation (2).

f

(
n∑

i=1

xiwi + b

)
= yi (2)

Here, input parameters presented to the network xi , weight values produced by the network according
to the output value wi , bias value b , activation function f(.) and the output value is yi . In this study, CNN
algorithms are applied on camera and LIDAR images to provide obstacle avoidance.

3.1. Training of models
The concept of machine learning and artificial intelligence began to emerge by using a system that takes into
account the structure of neurons in the human brain similar to the structure of computers [30]. Instead of
complete information flow, the networks formed with the structure similar to neurons created the machine
learning system by extracting the different features of some data and learning them. On the other hand, DL is
a system that trains each of the data trained in networks, which is one of the subbranches of machine learning,
in separate layers in advance [31]. In our study for autonomous vehicle navigation, the features of the dataset
obtained from the camera and LIDAR images were first extracted separately in the CNN layers and then fused
in the FCL. Eighty percent of all images formed after data duplication were used for training and the remaining
20% was used for testing. To use the output values in the network more efficiently in training and testing
operations, the wheel angles labeled with the images [-0.35 0.35] were multiplied by 3 and spread to a wider
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Figure 7. Neural network structure.

matrix [-1.05 1.05]. The main objective here was to make a comparison between the input data and the output
data easier.

3.2. Training of camera image

Pictures taken from the camera with a size of 500×1470 pixels were cropped to a size of 376×1344. In this way,
redundancies in the images required for training-testing procedures were eliminated and the time spent was
saved. As a result of many designed network models, the most efficient CNN network model used for camera
images was given in Figure 8. In this network model, the images were first filtered through certain sizes of Kernel
and its features were extracted. Then, these data were trained in neural networks and the wheel angles were
estimated at the output of the network. In the designed network structure, the pictures were transmitted to the
FCL after passing through 7 convolution layers. In the convolution layers, 80 kernels in 3×3 dimension and 64,
32, 32, 16, 8 kernels in 2×2 dimension were applied to the images, respectively. Also, a 2×2 MaxPooling layer
was applied in the 3rd convolution layer to speed up the training process and reduce the picture size without
pixel loss.

The rectified linear unit (Relu) activation function given in Figure 9 was used to normalize the values
in each convolution layer to prevent the parameter values to reach high steps and slow down the network
while updating the weights of the training sequence. Multidimensional matrices passing through the activation
functions were converted to one-dimensional matrices in the flatten layer and transferred to the FCL layers.
The one-dimensional matrices were trained in 4 FCL layers with 1024, 256, 64 and 16 neurons, respectively.
Also, following the FCL layer with 1024 neurons, 0.2 dropouts were applied to avoid network memorizing.
Finally, before the output layer, the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation function given in Figure 9 was used.
It normalized more efficiently than ReLu because the wheel angles were between [-1.05 1.05].
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Figure 8. Designed CNN model for training of the camera images.
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During the training, the mean squared error (MSE) given in (3) was used as the loss function.

MSE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ỹi)
2 (3)

Here, the average of the square of the difference between the actual wheel angle in the dataset yi and
the wheel angle estimated by the designed CNN network model ỹi gives the MSE. The parameters used for
training and testing in the CNN layer were given in Table 1.

3.3. Training of LIDAR image

Grayscale 20×18 images generated by transforming from LIDAR point cloud data were trained using the
network structure given in Figure 10. In the designed network structure, the pictures are transmitted to the
FCL layer after passing through 6 convolution layers. Sixty-four, 32, 32, 16, 16 and 8 kernels in 2×2 dimensions
were applied to the images in the convolution layers, respectively. Relu and Tanh functions were also used as
activation functions and were trained in 4 FCL layers with 1024, 256, 64 and 16 neurons, respectively, as in the
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Table 1. Parameter values used in the CNN network model.

Parameters
Optimization function Adadelta
Loss MSE
Activation function ReLu,TanH
Learning rate (LR) 1.0
Epoch 30
Batch size 2
Validation split 0.2
Dropout camera/fusion model 0.2/0.3

training of camera images. The parameter values used to train the LIDAR images are the same as those given
in Table 1.

LIDAR point cloud 
I I I 

64 Kernel 32 Kernel 16 Kernel 
(2x2) (2x2) (2x2) 

1 1 (16xl4x144) 

8 Kernel 
(2x2) 

Output 

Figure 10. Designed CNN model for training of the LIDAR images.

3.4. Training of fusion data

The images obtained from the camera and the LIDAR were separately passed through the convolution layers
of the CNN network model and their features were extracted. The extracted features were passed through the
flatten layer and transformed into one-dimensional matrices. The feature element number of the one-dimensional
matrix obtained from the camera images was considerably higher than the LIDAR images. When the data were
fused in this state before the training was performed the results from the camera data predominate than LIDAR
during autonomous driving. To avoid this, the data was first passed through an FCL with 1024 neurons and
then fused. With this process, the features extracted from the camera and LIDAR were transferred to an equal
number of neurons and represented by an equal number of weights at the output of these neurons. Thus, the
effects of camera and LIDAR features on the decision-making mechanism were equalized before data fusion.
After data fusion was achieved, training of these data continued in 4 FCL layers with 1024, 256, 64 and 16
neurons, respectively. As in the other models, the Relu activation function was used at each layer’s output in
the fusion model and the tanh activation function was also used in the final output layer. The CNN network
model designed for combining camera and LIDAR data is given in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Designed CNN model for training of the fusion data.

4. Result and discussion

MSE states how close a regression curve is to a series of points [32]. In machine learning models, it is generally
preferred to measure the performance of predicted values resulting from learning. The fact that the MSE value
is close to 0 as a performance criterion shows that the predictions produced by the learning are close to the real
value and that the training process is efficient. However, this value is not desirable to be zero in machine learning
applications. This is considered as an indication that the network is memorized. Training error function value
(Loss), training accuracy value (Accuracy), test error function value (Validation Loss) and test accuracy value
(Validation Accuracy) obtained as a result of training and testing performed with network models are given in
Table 2. Here, Loss is the MSE value between input and output during training. Accuracy is the output rate
that the network predicts correctly during training. Validation Loss is the MSE value between input and output
during testing. Validation Accuracy is the output rate that the network estimates correctly during the test.

The type of problem is regression, therefore, the accuracy metric can be different for training and
validation. That is why the vehicle completed the AVP autonomously without any problems. Besides, changes
in error functions during training and testing with camera, LIDAR and combined data are shown in Figure 12
as another evaluation criterion. The fact that the curves of the training and testing error functions are close to
each other is an indication that the training process is efficient.

As seen in Figure 12, the closeness of the results of the training and test error functions performed with
the fused data is an indication that the fusion model provides better learning than the camera and LIDAR
model. In line with these data obtained from the training and test results, autonomous driving tests were
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Table 2. Performance evaluation criteria of the CNN network model.

Error functions Camera training LIDAR training Fusion training
error rate error rate error rate

Loss 0.0020 0.0048 0.0009
Accuracy 0.0388 0.0386 0.039
Validation Loss 0.0037 0.0116 0.0041
Validation Accuracy 0.0361 0.0347 0.0376
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Figure 12. Loss graph of camera, LIDAR and fusion data, respectively.

carried out on the vehicle. According to test drives, the vehicle completed AVP laps autonomously without
hitting obstacles. Moreover, changes were made on the AVP to see if the vehicle had memorized the AVP or
learned, and autonomous driving was retried on the new AVP with these changes. As a result of the trials, it
was observed that the vehicle could complete the new AVP where the vehicle was driving autonomously without
hitting the obstacles.

As another comparison criterion, the wheel angle values were recorded separately for the camera, LIDAR
and combined models when the vehicle was driving autonomously on the AVP shown in Figure 13. The recorded
values are taken into account, it is seen that the fusion model performs closer to manual driving (ground truth)
than other models. According to the wheel angle graph obtained from the camera model, the frequent change
of wheel angles in the positive or negative direction shows that the vehicle was wobbled in the AVP. The very
rapid change in angles of the LIDAR model has also shown that there were vibrations in the wheels of the
vehicle during autonomous driving. On the other hand, wobble and vibration problems are less frequent in the
fusion model. From this, it can be concluded that less energy was consumed and a more efficient automatic
driving was achieved with the sensor fusion technique. In addition, while AVP was completed in the range of
34-40 s with the camera and LIDAR model, this time decreased to 28-33 s with the fusion algorithm.

5. Conclusion
The results obtained on the computer were tested on the autonomous car kit in real-time. According to the
results of the training and testing performed only with the camera, the autonomous vehicle completes the AVP
with small errors, but changes in the light intensity that may occur in the environment adversely affect the
vehicle and cause the vehicle to hit the edges of the AVP. Excessive wobbling and vibrations are observed on
the wheels when driving with images obtained only from LIDAR data. Therefore, it can be stated that when
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Figure 13. Wheel angle graphs of camera, LIDAR and fusion models according to ground truth.

the camera and LIDAR sensors are used alone, positive results can be obtained in limited areas. During the test
drives performed after the fusion process with camera and LIDAR data, the problem of wobbling and shaking
caused by the LIDAR was reduced significantly. This allowed the vehicle to complete the AVP autonomously
and more quickly. It was also observed that during the test drives the problems associated with the camera
caused by the increase or decrease of brightness in ambient lighting are greatly overcome by the fusion system.
With this developed sensor fusion system, LIDAR will be able to perform the camera function in case of
insufficient camera vision or failure in autonomous driving at night. In bad weather conditions such as fogy
or rainy, deviations in LIDAR data can be corrected by camera data. In this way, more efficient autonomous
driving will be realized and the problems caused by sensor losses will be reduced.
In the later stages of our study, different fusion techniques will be tried for autonomous driving. Apart from the
camera and the LIDAR sensor, different sensor data, such as the IMU, can be fused in different ways and cause
reducing system errors. Moreover, depth data of stereo cameras and LIDAR data can be processed together
and more efficient results can be obtained in obstacle detection.
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